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It was this encouragement to Serbia, secretly on the part
of the Russian Government and more or less openly by the
Pan-Slav Press, which helped to stimulate the violent na-
tionalist agitation among the Serbs both in Serbia and
Bosnia and also among the Croats. It helped further to
unsettle the unbalanced minds of pro-Serb youths who
carried out a series of attempts to assassinate Austrian
officials which finally culminated in the tragic assassination
of the Austrian Archduke at Sarajevo and thus led directly
to the World War. Austrian Ministers were more or less
aware of this encouragement and suspected that Russia
rather than Serbia was the root of the Austro-Serbian
antagonism.
From the formal and external point of view, however,
Austro-Serbian relations appeared to be improved after
Serbia's declaration of March 31, 1909, that she would
henceforth live on proper friendly terms with the Dual Mon-
archy. Austrian and Serbian troops were demobilized on
both sides of the frontier. Serbian propagandist agitation
against the Dual Monarchy ceased to be open and public,
but it did not become less dangerous because it was secretly
taken over by Serbian military officers and driven under-
ground. The Austro-Serbian antagonism remained almost
as keen as before on both sides of the frontier. While the
'TSfarodna Odbrana/' and later the "Black Hand," carried
on the secret subversive work of Serbian agitation, the
Austrian authorities on their part did their full share in
keeping the wound open, and in stirring Serb hatred by
wholesale arrests of suspected agitators in Austria-Hungary.
The further story of this antagonism and of the Archduke's
assassination will be taken up later.
foreign loans were very closely connected with French foreign policy»
these figures give some indication of the rapid increase of French political
interest in the Balkans; they help explain the fact that M, Poincare
was often more pro-Serbian than M. Sazonov himself, and very determined
to 1914 to see that Serbia received Entente support against Austria,

